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Amber Francis
Service Designer 

• amberfrancis.com

• linkedin.com/in/amberfrancis

• amber@amberfrancis.com 

Skills

Project Management
Slack, Wrike, Trello, Asana, Monday 

Visualization Tools
Miro, Figma, Canva, Rhino

Google Products 
Ads, Analytics, Webmaster, Data Studio

CMS, CRM & Social Media Software
Pardot, Wordpress, Reporting

Business professional with 12+ 
years experience managing digital 
tools & processes, with a focus on                  
international markets.  

Spent three years as a Digital         
Nomad, traveling the world, working 
remotely and participating in service 
design projects & education 
opportunities alongside service       
design firms worldwide. 

Graduated with honors in 2022 
with a degree in Service Design from 
the Savannah College of Art and 
Design.

education & Certifications

Service Design, BFA, summa cum laude | 2022
Savannah College of Art and Design

Design Research & Insight Translation | 2021 
Lextant

Intro to Agile Product Development & Design 
Thinking | 2018
University of Virginia, Darden School of        
Business, via Future Learn

Design Thinking Intensive Summer 
Program | 2016
Illinois Institute of Technology, Institute of     
Design

HTML & Writing for the Web | 2010
Northern Virginia Community College

Communications | 2009
West Coast Baptist College

About Me
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Leadership & Projects

Holis Collective | Oct – Nov 2021
• Research project exploring early childhood development systems and 

solutions generation in Visegrad Region (Slovakia)

Sensfiction - Transforming an Idea Into a Social Startup with Porto 
Design Factory, Portugal | Jun 2018

• Joined the in-house Service Design team alongside CERN to propose 
applications of CERN technology that benefit society in the future; col-
liding technology with the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Marriott HQ Service Design Projects | 2015 & 2016

• Used design thinking principles to lead cross-functional project teams 
that completed the following long-term projects: 
• Researched and developed a set of high impact recommendations 
for how best to immerse HQ associates in the Marriott culture. Created 
business case for the recommendations, including potential return on 
investment and an estimated budget proposal to help bring recommen-
dation(s) to life.
• Gathered insights and developed data-rich  proposal around cap-
tivating content marketing to differentiate the company as a global 
employer of choice
• Audited volunteer experiences in order to solve retention challenges 
for sponsored corporate charities.

American University, American Studies Dept, Guest Lecturer | 2011 – 2019
 
• Social Media & Activism, Health & Activism, Sexuality & Social Media 

and Marketing Case Study: 50 Shades of Grey Trilogy                           

FAIR Girls, Anti Child Trafficking Non-Profit, Volunteer | 2010 - 2016 

• Annual Gala Host Committee Member, 2012 - 2016 
• Trafficking Prevention Grant Fellowship: awarded by the US                 

embassy in Russia in order to create a youth education website;        
traveled to Moscow for in-market research & analysis; directed web   
development team in Russia

work experience

EcoVadis | Lead Service Designer, Digital Strategies | Jan 2018 - Present

• Responsible for building a Service Design discipline within the Digital Strategies team
• Duties include collaborating with cross functional teams to facilitate discovery of prob-

lems and opportunities in both digital experiences and business processes 
• Co-create solutions to improve the experience, adoption, and mission success of           

EcoVadis’ digital product portfolio
• Develop user stories and solution design while incorporating internal constraints such as 

business and technology policy, compliance, and standards to reduce risk
• Roles evolution:

• Director of Marketing Operations | April 2022 - Sept 2022
• Senior Digital Marketing and Operations Manager | Sept 2020 - March 2022
• Global Digital Media Manager | Jan 2019 - Aug 2020
• Marketing Consultant | Jan - Dec 2018

• Own marketing and cross-department process management and marketing tech stack
• Research, maintain, optimize and update company website and subdomains for user 

experience based on data and stakeholder feedback
• Manage projects related to digital acquisition activities with cross-company teams to 

develop web pages, apps, social messaging, advertising and email campaigns

Digital Marketing Consultant | Self-Employed | Mar 2017 - Dec 2018

• Marketing campaign creation, website usability updates, social strategy, online 
ad management, PR, content marketing, digital marketing activities and influencer            
relationship building across online channels. Began consulting in 2010

eCommerce Manager | Marriott International Inc. | Mar 2013 - Aug 2016

• Responsible for the daily management of a portfolio of hotels within Marriott’s corpo-
rate-based digital services program

• Participated in leadership-sponsored projects utilizing design thinking principles to lead 
teams that completed the following: evaluated the corporate culture and provided a 
roadmap for improvement; provided data-rich recommendations to reach target mar-
kets through online content; solved volunteer retention challenges for corporate charities

Digital Strategies Manager | New Partners Inc. | Apr 2012 - Mar 2013

• Researched and delivered marketing strategies spanning traditional media & events, 
social media, email marketing and community building to support client initiatives
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Selected Projects
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Early Childhood Development Systems for 
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‘Round the Table
Exploring early childhood development systems 
for Roma families in Visegrad Region, Slovakia

Background

The Slovakian schooling system traditionally seg-

regates Roma students at the age of 5 into ‘special’ 

classes or schools due to the perception that they 

are difficult to deal with and unable to integrate into 

the existing class culture. The lack of access to qual-

ity Early-Stage Development contributes to Roma 

children being ill equipped for the culture shock of a 

school system taught by strangers who speak a dif-

ferent language and hold different cultural values.

Problem Statement

Roma children who don’t attend preschool miss 

significant early stage development, and suffer from 

long term physical, mental, wellness and confidence 

problems as a result. 

Therefore, we must encourage Roma mothers to al-

low their children to attend preschool for the full day.

Project Details

Group Project

My Contributions: research, project management, 

writing, presenting

Tools & Processes Used: Miro, journey maps, ap-

plied research, mixed research, exploratory research

Timeline: 8 weeks

“How might we encourage 
Roma mothers to enroll their 
children in preschool for the 

whole day?”

‘Round the Table
Introduction
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Uncovering the Solution Space

Expert interviews

Case study review & analysis

Research existing solutions

Stakeholder mapping

Affinity mapping 

Persona building

Day in the life

Value proposition

Alignment of problem space with stakeholders

Ideation iteration & validation with stakeholders

HMW creation & pruning

Personas

Affinity Map

‘Round the Table

Research & Analysis
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93

12

10

students attend preshcool

students are Romani

Roma students leave school at 
lunch time & do not return

5k hours of missed school over 5 
years

Key Insights A Day in the Life...

Problem Space Aligned with Stakeholder Map

Value Proposition

Expert Interviews
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“How might we encourage Roma mothers to enroll their 
children in preschool for the whole day?”

Benefits to the Mothers, Children & Community‘Round the Table Topics of Focus Holistic Approach

Synthesis & Solution

‘Round the Table
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Future Project Iterations

Activity Cards
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Project Unity

Explored how the EcoVadis marketing teams work 
cross-functionally, manage projects and utilize  
existing tools and processes 

Background

The marketing team consisted of a group of 30 team 

members across 5 smaller teams, each using different 

tools and processes for campaign creation. This caused 

many miscommunications, project delays, lost assets, 

poor resource allocation and all-around frustration.

Problem Statement

With teams not communicating with each other, to their 

full potential, projects were being delayed, the culture of 

the overall team was suffering and resource assignment 

& management was almost impossible.

How might we create a campaign planning, marketing 

request process and find a tool that works across teams?

Project Details

Group Project

My Contributions: project architect & manager, research, 

user interviews, product testing, process mapping

Tools & Processes Used: Miro, journey maps, empathy 

maps, applied research, mixed research, exploratory re-

search, gaps & features analysis

Timeline: 15 weeks research & analysis, 8 weeks setup & 

training

“How might we work          
together across teams 
in a more holistic and               

unified way?”

Introduction
Project Unity
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Project Timline
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Project Unity

Research & Analysis

Uncovering the Solution Space

Team survey

Team interviews

Journey maps

Empathy map

Gaps & features analysis

Mapping process high & low points

Needs hierarchy

“We’ve been developing campaign plan 
documents, go to market plan docu-

ments, and coming to understand the 
process and business - that’s been real-

ly useful.”

Solutions Marketing | 3 Stakeholders

“We’ve got fabulous, localized con-
tent...we are now able to bring new, 
original content from localized coun-
tries to global [audience] in English. It 

is now bi directional.”

Content Marketing | 6 Stakeholders

“We could explore different options 
for how to do [a campaign] and real-

ly build a kick ass campaign...leverag-
ing all the smart people on our team 

and being innovative and creative 
with new tactics and strategies.”

Marketing Operations | 10 Stakeholders

“If there’s a campaign that’s launched 
[by another dept] and it did really really 
well...is it something that we can share 
in order to leverage our campaign [suc-

cesses] across departments?”

Customer Marketing | 4 Stakeholders

“If we have everything in place 
around resources, content, etc, the ex-
ecution piece almost feels like pushing 

a button.”

Field Marketing | 5 Stakeholders
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Key Insights

800+ data points

400+ overlapping responses

Too many tools

Unclear processes that vary by team

Key campaign information is hard to 

locate

Last minute requests happen too often 

due to lack of planning & centralized 

planning tool 

Campaign priorities are unclear

Goals are not aligned across teams

Dept priorities are ambiguous

Responsibility of each process task is 

unclear

Empathy Map

Gaps & Features Analysis
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Synthesis & Solution

Project Unity

G2 Crowd Reviews Project & Workflow Task 
Management

Team 
Management

4.7 Stars

4.2 Stars
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Reporting Organizational 
Cohesiveness

Marketing Dept 
Preference

Cost Final DecisionAutomations 
& Customizations
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Dopamine

Explored building community in virtual learning 
environments 

Background

Depression, loneliness and anxiety in college stu-

dents reached an all-time high with virtual learning. 

Resilience, coping behaviors and social support were 

identified as protective factors against loneliness.

Problem Statement

Community is an essential part of the college 

experience, but this aspect is lacking on virtual 

learning platforms. 

How might we remove barriers to socialization 

in a virtual learning environment in order to mo-

tivate students to turn virtual connections in to 

personal connections?

Project Details

Group Project

My Contributions: project management, research, 

user interviews & testing, rough prototyping, writing

Tools & Processes Used: Miro, Figma, journey maps, 

surveys, empathy maps, mixed research, explorato-

ry research, user stories, persona building, prototyp-

ing, testing, system usability testing, design iteration

Timeline: 10 weeks

“How might we motivate 
students to turn virtual   

connections into personal 
connections?”

Introduction
Dopamine
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Dopamine

Research & Analysis

“Seeing other people’s work, 
you feel motivated that you want 

to do well with work too.”  

     "You only talk about group proj-
ect and then time's up"

“[Online] are interactions you have with 
people  on a robotic level.”  

Barriers to Virtual Socialization 

Forced Nature of School Environment 

Effort Required in Reaching Out Virtually 

Lack of Nonverbal Communication 

Key Insights 

Opportunity for peer learning: 

Students are motivated by those around them 

In person vs online only friendships:  

Online relationships are not as strong or genuine

“We’ve been developing cam-
paign plan documents, go to market 
plan documents, and coming to un-
derstand the process and business - 

that’s been really useful.”
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“I have to work twice as hard [to feel motivated in an 

online setting] but on ground you can see the motivation 

around you.”  

5 User Tests 

System Usability Scale 

Tests

User interviews

Paper Wireframe Tests 

2 iterations based on 

feedback

377 data points  

48 themes  

7 insight categories 

7 POVs  

2 archetypes  

2 personas

App TestingInterview Data
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Synthesis & Solution

Dopamine

Brand Colors

Brand Identity

App Screens: Rough Prototypes
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Executive 
Summary
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theMART

Reimagining Chicago’s Merchandise 
Mart, aka theMART, common space for 
community, businesses and company 
stakeholders

Background

Leadership at theMART viewed The Lounge as an 

experiment, during the early days after renovation. 

Given its central location, open floor plan and abun-

dant natural light they wanted to leverage it better.

Problem Statement

Leadership at theMART asked students in the IIT, 

Institute of Design, Design Thinking Course to con-

sider how the space might be evolved to leverage 

all that theMART has to offer and further help 

distinguish it as the central hub for innovation and 

business in Chicago.

Project Details

Group Project

My Contributions: ethnographic research, field 

observation, stakeholder & user interviews, proto-

typing, presenting

Tools & Processes Used: Miro, journey maps, 

surveys, empathy maps, mixed research, ethno-

graphic research, user stories, physical prototyping

Timeline: 1 week 

“How might we leverage 
the The Lounge to distin-

guish theMART as a hub for        
innovation and business in 

Chicago?”

Introduction
theMART
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Lounge Seating on Stairs
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theMART

Research & Analysis

Uncovering the Solution Space

Survey users

Interview leadership

Field observation of user patterns & space traffic

Primary observations

Ethnographic research

Stakeholders 

theMart leadership team

theMart residents

theMart residents’ employees

Potential renters

Key Insights

Use of Space

• socialize with friends and colleagues

• quiet working or reading time 

• enjoying views of the Chicago river & downtown

• revenue generating

theMart leadership team envisioned the area generating rev-

enue while also acting as an added benefit space in order to 

attract employers interested in renting their office space.

Those companies currently renting space in theMart saw the 

area as a ‘get-away’ for their employees to take a midday 

break or an informal meeting with colleagues.

Employees who worked in theMart space also saw the area 

as a get-away that allowed them to connect with other col-

leagues, meet new people, enjoy the Chicago skyline and river, 

while also having space to work alone, if needed.

According to ethnographic research over the course of an after-

noon, we observed groups of people sitting together in order to 

chat, work silently or both. We also noted several lone workers 

and scattered quiet meetings.
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Image Credit: Architectural Digest Article about theMART https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/chicago-merchandise-mart-marshalls-landing-lounge

View of the Stairs & Landing After Renovation
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theMART

Synthesis & Solution

Projector added to the top 
of the stairs, allowing the wall 
to act as a screening area for     

nature images during the day 
and movies at nights.

Stationary bikes, swings and 
coushioned seats allow for relax-

ation, an activity break or areas for 
friends to catch up.

A walking path at the top of the 
stairs utilizes the existing columns to 
add a touch of activity for those who 

like active thinking sessions. 

Or workers can climb up to the tree 
top sitting area to enjoy a quieter 

working space.

Landing at Top of Stairs

Design Highlights
Grand Staircase
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Users can reserve a 
time to swing in their   
chosen environment. 

Around them will be 360° 
digital projections of the 

location of their choosing, 
using sounds and smells 
to make the experience 
completely immersive.

Behind the sliding 
wooden door would be a 
getaway equipped with 

hanging pods. 

Stakeholder Value Creation

For the Leadership

• Generate revenue for the building by renting the space 

after-hours for events

• Rent the sensory area to companies in the building as 

an added employee bonus

• Attract companies by providing spaces that their as-

sociates would enjoy using to recharge during work 

hours

For the Community

• Build community between associates by allowing for 

creative free-time spaces

• Give users the ability to explore different parts of the 

world in the sensory room while also recharging 

through relaxation and silence

• Allow quiet spaces, vertical and horizontal, for those 

workers who need some alone time to focus solely on 

work

• Encourage social bonding through activities centered 

around the grand staircase seating and large screen

• Utilize greenery and sunlight to give users a feeling of 

being outdoors while being able to escape the often 

unfriendly Chicago weather

Private Room Opposite of Stairs
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